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INTRODUCTION TO SHRIVENHAM

Shrivenlam today is a large village that has doubled its size in the last 50 years.

Situated in the Vale of the White Horse, it is 7 miles from Swindon, 5 miles

from Faringdon and 72 miles from lnndon.Itwas originally in Berkshire and

has been in Oxfordshire since 19'72 when the county boundaries changed.

Since the by-pass was opened in 1984 there is now only local traffic in the

village and shopping has become much easier and more relaxed at the various

shops that include a pharmacy, a supermarket, a newsagent and a florist. The

village is nvinned with Mortree, a comparable village in Normar.rdy.

Until the outbreak of World War II the village was clustered around the

High Street and was dominated by the Beckett estate owned by Lord

Barrington. The village stafted to expand in the early 1950s and the

Memorial Hall is now centrally placed instead of being on the outskirts

as it was then. It is a friendly bustling village with an active caring

community. Attractively situated, there is a wealth of history to be gleaned

from looking at the many interesting buildings, cottages and houses.

Two factors have contributed to the dramatic growth of our village: the

establishment of the Royal Military College of Science (RMCS) here in

1946, now parr ofthe DefenceAcademy, and the development of Swindon

from being essentially a railway town to one that has welcomed several

multi-national firms and high technology industries. For many of their

personnel our village is a pleasant place to live.

The history of any place is inextricably linked with its physical and

social environment, its economic life, its political climate and the

way its inhabitants have thought over the years. The ancient village

of Shrivenham has seen life in the Stone Age and Roman times, been
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Funher eridence of early civilisation in this arca was discovered when the

Shrivenhani by-pass was under construction in 1983. During a week-long

archaeological excavation of the site when the bulldozers were halted, the

remains of 36 bodres were found. Their heads pointed to the South and they were

identified as part of a Saxon burial ground dating from about the 6th century AD.

Interestin-el1. *re average height for a fully grown man was 5ft 10in ald for a

mafure uoman.5ft 3in, not too dissimilar from today. One gave contained the

remains of a mar who had been buried with his spears. During the summer of

1989 a further archaeological exploration of the site uncovered Iron Age relics

similar to those forLnd at Uffington Casde and dating back to about 4O0 BC. Post

holes and ditches suggesting that animals had been penned in, together with the

base of a round house about 15-20 feet in diameter, were also found. Clearly man

had senled and lived in this area fiom very early days. Several Neolithic remains

ri'ere also identified in the same place. It is thought that hunter-gatherers arcund

6000 BC regularly, perhaps seasonally, gadrered on this site since Mesolithic

flints $'ere found. and that they had settled here about 4000 BC.

On the last day of the excavation an exciting Iind was made of a young adult

male rvho at his waist had a white metal belt buckle inlaid with decomted brass

and three rivets of the same design. It was clear that he had been a man of high

status. Even more exciting was tie discovery of pafi of a copper alloy and

leather case that contained a balance and a set of weights. Runes were inscribed

on one of the case fittings - the first to be found in Wessex. These goods dated the

burial benveen 500 and 550 AD . About this time people fastened their clothing

with brooches , Eleven pieces of such Saxon jewellery found at Watchfield can

be seen in the Oxford County Museum at Woodstock.

Water is the first requirement of any settlement. The river Cole runs close

to the site and would have supplied the water for man's own needs as well

as those of his animals. In addition to this there would have been several
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The Domesdal Book also goes on to mention 'a church in Scriveham (sic)

rlith fir e hides of land. and belonging thereto are one plough, and four
r-illeins. and fir'e borderers with two ploughs. What the priest has is worth
-l pounds'. A hide of land was roughly 100 acres in size and was thought

to pror ide sufficient pasture land for one family to feed themselves and

their animals, One estimate of the population at this time suggests that it
n as about 360 but we have no documentary evidence.

A tucking mill in Watchfield was recorded in the Domesday Book as being

worth -14 villeins, 6 serfs with land for 4 ploughs, 8 oxen, 150 acres of
woodland and f2.10 shillings a year". Tucking or fulling refers to the

process used to treat woollen cloth before itis woven. This tucking orfulling
mill was re-discovered close to Tuckmill brook in 1958 near Northford.

Unfortunately for historians it can no longer be seen since it now lies under

an extension to the Shrivenham Park Golf Course. Eventually by the early

17th century the manors all became part of the Beckett estate.

5

-{tter the \orman Conquest each village was under the protection of
a Lord u ho ou,ned an area of land known as a manor and who rented

small-holdings to tenants in return for military service. Life in mediaeval

Shrilenham *'ould therefore have followed the feudal pattern of seruice

but instead of one manor it is thought that there were four manors: Salop

manor held at one time by the Earl of Pembroke, Stallpits manor by the

Earl of Salisbury. Rectory manor with the church granted to the Abbey

at Cirencester and Becote manor which was later known as Beckett. In

addition to these lands there was an estate called Fowersmill. What is

recorded is the unusual rent for holding this land in the 14th century: that

rvhenever the King passed through Shrivenham he was to be presented

rvith nvo rvhite capons together with the remark 'Behold Sire, these 2

rvhite capons rvhich you shall have another time but not now'.
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along the road leading to Pennyhooks Lane today which was known earlier

as Abbot's l-ane orAbbot's Walk. A map dated 1726 shows the position of
Abbots Hill to the north of today's Malor Close development.

There rvas then a church on the site of the present building, possibly the

successor of a previous church, but little remains today. The present St

Andrerv's church was constructed around a 15th century central tower in the

reign of Charles II between 1660 and 1685 by Sir Henry Maften at a cost of
f4O00. The oldest item in the church is the late 12th century font made from

black Purbeck marble and which has an octagonal bowl. It is still used for

christenings. Above the font the central window contains two 13th century

stone projections that suppon a small arch. Built into the west wall outside the

porch is probably the only remaining fragment of the 12th century church. A
record made in 1376 associates the church at Shrivenham with St Mary. It is

not known when the name of St Andrew was adopted. During the Civil War,

Beckett House was badly damaged by fire and it is not unlikely that the then

existing church was also bumed. The small stained glass panel at the top of
the central East window, said to be the Abbot of Cirencester in his cope and

mitre kneeling with his crozier and bearing the date 1505, was introduced by

the Earl of Radnor in 1801 .

THE BECKETT ESTATE

To a great extent the history of Shrivenham village is linked to the history

of the manor. The four manors that were thought to have originally

constituted Shrivenham eventually all became part of the Beckett estate

during the mid-17th century. The history of a dwelling on the site of
Beckett House pre-dates the Conquest. Although we have no evidence

of how many people lived in Shrivenham at that time we are grateful to

the Domesday Book for its valuable recorded information. It has been

likened to a gigantic tax return whose purpose was to inform William the

7
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The present house was built for the sixth Viscount between 1831 and 1834

in the Elizabethan style. Recent documentary evidence has shown that the

design rvas the work of a talented relative, Thomas Liddell, the brother

in larv of the 5th Viscount. It is thought that today's house stands a little
to the south of the older one since part of the original stood immediately

behind it in a photograph dated 1912. Another photograph of similar date

shows an orangery with imposing colonnades on the South-West side of
the house. There is a close similarity of style between Beckett House

and Shrivenham House, once the Dower House, which suggests that the

Barringtons commissioned the same architect to design both houses.

Sandhill Farmhouse on the Highworth Road also shows similarities of
design. Al1 these houses are the result of l9th century re-building of

9
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been a fishing lodge for Sir Henry Marten who then owned Beckett. In 1780

Lord Barrington decided to preserve the privacy of his Park; he re-routed the

Shrivenham - Longcot - Wantage road to its position we use today.

Bed.etf fior,.se
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The ParishValuation and Rating records for 1881 show thatLord Barrington

orvned most of the land and houses in Shrivenham including Elm Tree

House. The population was then 721. The last member of the Barrington

family to live at Beckett was Charlotte, Viscountess Banington. It is to

her that Shrivenham owes so many of its amenities. Aware of the drift
from the rural areas to the towns following the second phase of Britain's

industrialisation, she was a keen and enthusiastic promoter of the revival

of village social life. She was also aware of the needs of the disabled

servicemen retuming from the First World War. Her tireless activities led

to the building of the imposing Memorial Hall opened in 1925 by Princess

Beatrice. daughter of Queen Victoria, and to providing the eight houses

for disabled servicemen that are placed around the edge of the Recreation

Ground. The Hall is still widely used today for Parish meetings and for
those of various clubs and societies and satisfles the needs of both the

educational and leisure pursuits that Lady Barrington had envisaged. She

was instrumental in founding the WI in our village and in encouraging

both the Boy Scouts and Girl Guide movements. Lady Barington did not

support the votes for women campaign at that time. She firmly believed

that such housewifely abilities as cooking and needlework should be

an essential part of every young woman's education. Accordingly, she

promoted the interests of domestic economy in the village.

SHRIVENHAM IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURIES

W'e have to use our imagination to understand what life was like in
Shrivenham at this time. Most people would have lived and worked close

to their place of birth. Shrivenham families would have worked on the

land, grown their own food, made their own clothes and until the effects

of the Enclosure Acts were experienced in 1653 would have grazed

their animals on common land and collected fuel for their fires. In 17th

century life there were no factories, few shops and only occasionally
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socier) of transmitted oral culture. Children learned their parents' skills

and crafts and inherited their attitudes to morals, politics and society.

By the beginning of the 18th century this closely knit village community

was clustered around the High Street and flanked by such farms as

Cowleaze. Sandhill, Stainswick and Chapelwick. Sheep were kept in this

area in far greater numbers than is the case today. One or two isolated

cottages were dotted on the edges of the village and stone was replacing

the lath and plaster. The Prince of Wales pub was built about this time

and also Wisteria Cottage, Medlar Cottage and Ferr Cottage. A little later

came the BarringtonAms, though smaller than it is today, and the houses

adjacent to it up to Hazell's I-ane but excluding the Men's Institute.

Roads which had previously been hard and rutted in dry weather or like

a quagmire in very wet conditions were beginning to be improved. The

Reverend Caleb Colton in 1780 records that the road to Faringdon from

Shrivenham was newly made and completed at the expense of William,

Lord Barrington. In 1788 he further repofts that all the roads in the parish

were in good condition.

In Britain the winds of change were blowing and Shrivenham too felt

the stinings of a different way of life. With the coming of the Industriai

Revolution it was to experience the most dramatic changes in economic

and social life. The first of these changes were the plans made in Swindon

in 1793 for the cutting of the Wiltshire-Berkshire Canal. By 1805 this canal

had been opened and was navigable as far as I-ongcot. Its route lay on

the south side of the village almost parallel with the present railway line.

This canal was a means of transporting coal and other commodities from

Swindon to Abingdon. The barges tied up at Bourton Wharf, which can

be seen close to the junction with the A420 at the Bourton tum. Built as

a nanow canal taking boats up to 72 feet long and 7 feet wide, it brought
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Road. An old photograph shows the railway track to be broad gauge which as

raihvay enthusiasts will kr.row, was finally converled to narrow gauge by the

end of the nineteenth century. The first Ordnance Survey map of 1828 shows

the route of the old Ashbury Road, now Stainswick l-ane, to be very different

from toda-v. It trvisted and tumed from the High Street to Cowleaze Farm.

The fact that people were travelling more widely meant that horizons were

broadening and people were beginning to think on a national level as well

as locally. About this time came other social developments. klucation was

available to all children, and newspapers, book and periodicals were being

published rvidely and cheaply. In 1863 Shrivenham School was built on land

donated by l,ord Barrington - this was before Forster's famous Elucation

Act of 1870 and the later Act of 1880 making education compulsory between

the ages of flve and thifteen years. The school was extended in 1899 to cope

with the increase in numbers. The population had increased from 721 in i881

to l01l in 1891. Generally speaking because wages were increasing at this

time the standard of living was also rising and people were better housed and

better fed and thus were beginning to withstand the former killer diseases such

as scarlet fever and TB. Medical science was in its infancy and infection by

bacteria was a new concept. Antisepsis and anaesthesia werc new discoveries.

Towards the end of the century the national trend of the drift of people

from the land to the new towns was being reflected in Shrivenham. By

1901 the population had decreased to 951 and it continued to decline until

in 1921 ir stood at only 592.

Photognphs of the late 1890s show several large stately trees in the High Street.

They were replaced in 1911 to mark the coronation of King George V. Those in

Church Walk were earlier replaced by Canon Hill in 1900. At the beginning of

the nventieth century Shrivenham emerges as a quiet backwater, best described
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In 1925 the Memorial Hall, said to be the finest building of its kind in the

whole of the south of England, was opened by Princess Beatrice, daughter

of Queen Victoria. At this time the eight houses for disabled ex-servicemen

had a.lso been built around the Recreation Ground. Early council houses in

Stallpits Road had been started and the population stood at 633. The former

.4420 road was re-positioned in 199. Originally it tumed sharp left and then

sharp right behind today's bus stop opposite The Green. The two thatched

cottages which stood on the site of the bus shelter were demolished in the

course of straightening the road. One was said to be of wattle and daub.

During the mid-1930s Shrivenham felt more stirrings of the changes that

propelled it to the village that we know today. Electriciry came to the village

in 1934 and with it piped water and street lighting. As we have seen, the

Beckett estate had been sold to the War Department in 1936 and the village

was growing steadily with the addition of the council houses in Sandhills and

Stallpits Road. A few houses were built in Stainswick Iane, then known as

theAshbury Road, but further building was suspended until after the end of
the war. Stainswick lane was named after Stainswick Farm which in tum

is thought to have derived its name from Gilberl de la Stane who lived here

before 1336. Fairthome Way, named after the family who lived in the manor

near the Church, was finished in the 1950s. The Bradley houses whose roads,

Charlbury, Cowleaze and Chapelwick Close, are named after nearby farms

were completed in the early 1960s just after the houses in Damson Trees.

Canon Hill's Gardens, Berens Road and Colton Road are all named after

former Vicars of the parish. Since the 1970s the Berens Road and Swanhill

developments have been completed. Springfield Close was named after the

only spring in Shrivenham that at one time bubbled up in that field. Salop

Close is called after the manor that was betwe€n Bourton and Shrivenham.

The modem Stonefield Close gets its name from the many stones that once

fomed the old road from Ashbury to Shrivenham as the map of 1828 shows.
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years into the reign of Elizabeth I'

An elderly resident remembered the shock he had when called to repair
the slate roof in 1920 and discovered a complete thatched roof beneath
the tiles. He also spoke of it as the 'Old Rectory'which means it could
possibly have been Archdeacon Berens' abode before he built the large
vicarage in 1804 that is to the right of the Barrington Arms and is now
a private dwelling. Tudor House also has a most unusual wooden spiral
staircase leading to a turTet.
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Opposite the Bamington Arms on the left as you walk towards Faringdon
is a row of three dwellings. They are listed as early 18th century and the
end one has serued variously as the King's Arms public house, a baker,s
shop, a grocer's store and recently has become a restaurant. Just beyond
these three buildings is the Prince of Wales, a 17th century building with
an lSth century addition on the east side. It was licensed as an ale_house
in 1796; coaches and horses would have driven into the yard at the side.
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Until recently the Treatment Rooms was a restaurant. For many yeals earlier
it was a General Store owned by the Dike family and is another building
listed as 17th century. The building at right angles to it in Hazell's [,ane was

the Boys School from 1703 until 1863 and the schoolmaster lived in what
is now the Treatment Rooms. After the boys were hansfened to the village
school in 1863 their former school was used as the meeting place of the
Ancient Order of Foresters, a Friendly Society which raised money locally
for charitable purposes, and the building was known as the Foresters' Hall.
Hazell's I-ane takes its name from a butcher who lived there in 'Puffing Billy
Cottage', which was demolished with its 3 neighbours in the 1960s.

As you return to the comer by the Treatment Rooms you will see that the
Faringdon Road takes a sharp left hand tum. This corner is known locally
as Horne's Corner after the blacksmith who kept his shop between the
Prince of Wales pub and this comer perhaps 150 years ago.

Beyond the Crown Inn, walk for a few yards along the Longcot Road. The
row of picturesque cottages on the left, known as the Beehive Cottages or
more properly, Park Cottages, were built in the late lTth century.
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can therefore safely say that it was being used in 1591. It can be viewed
from Catherine Close which is entered from the High Street via a small
opening in the wall facing Home's Corner.

Return to Home's Comer and continue along the Faringdon Road for a few
yards. On your right is Medlar Cottage, so called because of the medlar
trees that once grew there. It was the home of Dr Nicholls at the end of the
nineteenth century. Next to Medlar Cottage stands Bamacle l-odge which
was built in the 1830s and served as a gateJodge to Beckett House.

Tarifa Cottage is much older, originating in the 17th century. It stands
below the level of the road and until the houses in Days Ground and
Common Close were built in 1953, this cottage was on the very edge of
the village. For many years an outside wall carried the following notice:

'By order of the magistrates all idle or disorderly persons found and
apprehended in the Parish of Shrivenham will accordingly be removed
as the law directs.'

The original hooks for this notice are still hanging on the wall.

On the opposite side of the road on the corner of Claypits Lane stands
Wisteria Cottage another dwelling whose origins are 17th century.
It used to be two cottages until fairly modern times. Continue along
Claypits Iane.
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Normanby Cottage on the right is late Georgian and was the home for 40
years of one of our first medical practitioners, Dr A G Parker who lived
and practised here from 1847 to 1887. The 1881 census records him as

a'surgeon in practice'. Dr McNamara also lived here before moving to
Elm Tree House in 1925.
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The Almshouses, also on the right, were endowed in 1641, about the time
of the Civil War by Sir Henry Mafien who lived in Beckett House. They
were extensively remodelled in the 19th century and the two at the east

end were added by Archdeacon Berens at his own expense. During the
last century one of these cottages was made available rent-free for the
parish nurse on condition that she looked after the other residents in times
of ill-health. By the mid 1930s however, these dwellings were condemned
by the local Doctor as being unfit for habitation. The Trustees decided to
sell them and to invest the proceeds in the four new Almshouses in
Marten's Road which were built in 1954 with all modern conveniences.

Until recently a well stood by the front doors of two of the cottages.
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Largely constructed around a 15th century tower in the reign of Charles

II between 1660 and 1665, St Andrew's Church has been described as an

'architectural curiosity'since it combines two styles. Each side wall has

six long Perpendicular-style windows and there are Norman-style arches

on each side olthe nave. Look for the inscription and the date 1720 on the

sundial on the south wall as you enter the church. Look, too, for what are

thought to be the remains of the 13th century church built into the 17th

century church in the west wall. Other traces of history include the 13th

century font above which in the central window are again thought to be

13th century projections that support a small arch.

The oak panelling on the walls is largely 17th century but the pews are
Victorian, The walls are plainly dressed with squares of soft chalk from
the nearby Downs. Throughout the church are memorials to members of
the Barrington family. In the north-west comer stands a memorial to
Admiral of the White, the Hon Samuel Barrington, who seized the French
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Church House is situated to the north ofthe church and is listed as having
been built in the 17th century with 19th century additions. It is speculated

that this may have been the site of the Abbot's house since this part of
Claypits Lane was called Abbot's Walk.

Leave StAndrews by the path close to the Church Room.This path,locally
known as Bugs Alley, runs between the gardens of Elm Tree House and

Manor Cottages which were built about 1650. As you emerge from Bugs
Alley turn left and you will see Fern Cottage on your right whose garden

is surrounded by a wall 12 feet high. It dates from the early 18th century.
A blocked window at the front reminds us that under a law of 1696. there

was a ta-x on windows; it was eventually repealed in 1851.

Ter* Cat.ryz
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memorial to those Shrivenham men who perished in the First World War.

A model ofthe architect's design can be seen in the Parish Clerk's office.

Opposite the Memorial Hall are the four Pump Cottages, reputedly built
in the reign of Queen Anne and formerly called Well Cottages on account
of their proximity to the main village well. The well, positioned on the

triangle of grass between the cottages and the Memorial Hall, provided

water not only for the cottagers but also for any passing drover and his
animals. The village pump was restored in 1993 and is positioned close

to its original site. A village pound is quite a rare sight these days and we

are lucky to have our pound opposite the pump on the right hand side as

you now retum along the High Street. The pound was used for holding
animals that had strayed and they were only released on payment of a

fine. The pound has a preservation order on it.

Now return along the High Street towards the centre of the village.
You will see Northam House on the right. In the mid 19th century the
American preacher Moody Spurgeon held a revivalist meeting on this
site. Supporters pitched their tents at the back of the two cottages that
used to stand near here.

Blacksmith's Cottage is on the right; it is possibly 250 years old and until
the 1930s was where the local horses came to be shod. It is more than
likely that the present house was built on the site of an earlier building
as suggested by the date on the cottage door. Just beyond and diagonally
opposite are several more cottages. The width of their walls suggests they
were built about the same time as the church in the 17th centuru.

The Methodist Chapel on the left was builr by MrWiltshire of Swindon and
opened in 1860. Until then, services were held in three local farmhouses.
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Opposite the school and adjacent to the newsagent is The White House. It is

described as having 17th century origins and was originally two dwellings. A
Deed dated 1658, the year Oliver Cromwell died, shows the transfer of
ownership from Sir John Wildmal of Beckett. A century later documents

show that the then Vicar, of Shrivenham, Barfoot Colton, bought the house.

However it is not certain that he actually lived there. What is certain is that the

name The White House was in use in 1658 since it is recorded. The bricks in
the centre chimney are of a size consistent with those made prior to 1700 and

which were not made after that date. The White House used to be detached:

at the end of the 19th century a shop and a cottage were adjoined.

Elm Tree House dates back to about 1700 when additions were possibly

made to an earlier house. The rear of the house is considerably older than

the front. The portico is Palladian in style and was built about 1780. Little
is known of the history of the house but it is thoughr that the outbuildings
on the site ofthe new surgery complex were once used as a candle factory.
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Of Days Long Ago

Of cottage snug, and gardens neat,

Of sunsets red on Winters nights,
Of mist round ponds in Autumn,
Of Christmas in the village shop,

or grand bazaar as it was known;
Of bargains bought with pennies saved,

Of snuff for Gran, a comb for Mum;
Of Spring with hedges green,

Of giant elms, budding faintly red;
Of cowslips, sweet beneath your feet,

Of bread and cheese, picked from the thom;
Of horsey smells in hayfields sweet,

Of cider as a special treat,
Of autumn reds, its musty smell

Of conkers, bonfires and apples scrumped,
Of accents familiar and faces we knew,
Of a greeting that said "How bist you"
Of hand bells played in village pubs,

Of Christmas parties in village halls,
Of rainwater butts, (rainwater's good for your hair)

Of paraffin lamps, and candles to bed;

Of frost patterns inside windows on morning cold,
Of trips to Southsea by "Knapps" coach;

Of dreams of travel across the sea.

Of moming in school thick with smoke,
from a tortoise stove filled up with coke.

Of holidays long, that never ended;
Of punts on lakes and muddy knees;

Of all these things I often dream.

Vic Day
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